Quick Reference Guide for Networking
the BM Vet Pro Series

1. Wireless Configuration
(No Necessary for a Wired User and Go to step 2)

(1) Touch “ ” Figure on the right side of main screen as shown in the red box in Fig 1 below.

![Fig 1. A Main Screen for “ ” Figure.]

(2) Touch “Setup” on bottom of Main screen as shown in the red box in Fig 2 below.

![Fig 2. A Main Screen for “Setup”.]
(3) A Main Screen after touching screen “Setup” as shown in Fig 3 below.

![Fig 3. A Main Screen after touching screen “Setup”.

(4) Touch screen “Network Information” as shown in the red box in Fig 4 below.
   (A) Turn “ON” Wireless switch.
   (B) Check Box “DHCP”.
   (C) Then, Touch Screen “AP Search”.

![Fig 4. A Main Screen for “Network Information”.


(5) Touch Screen “Connect” after selecting your wireless network as shown in the red box in Fig 5 below.

![Fig 5. A Main Screen for “Connect”.

(6) Enter “Password” of your wireless network as shown in Fig 6 below.

![Fig 6. A Main Screen for “Password”.]
(7) Touch Screen “Close” as shown in the red box in Fig 7 below.

![Fig 7. A Main Screen for “Close”.

(8) Touch Screen “O.K” to end as shown in the red box in Fig 8 below.

![Fig 8. A Main Screen for “OK”.
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(9) Appearing “WiFi” Figure at the top of the main screen means “Success” in connecting to your wireless network as shown in the red box in Fig 9 below.

Fig 9. A Main Screen after finishing “Network Setup”.

“NOTE”

Download your copy of “BT-Link Pro” S/W today at

https://www.bionetus.com/bt-link-automated-veterinary-monitor-software/
2. Preparation for Network Connection to Your Computer installed with BT-Link Pro (Lite) S/W

(1) Type “cmd” in Box figure “” on bottom of your computer as shown in the red box in Fig 10 below.

![Fig 10. A Screen of a Personal computer.](image1.png)

(2) Type “ipconfig” on a line of Command Prompt as shown in the red box in Fig 11 below.

![Fig 11. A Screen of Command Prompt.](image2.png)
(3) Search for IP Address of your “Wireless Network” if your computer is equipped with “a Wireless LAN adapter WiFi” as shown in the red box in Fig 12 below.

![Fig 12. A Screen for IP Address of a Wireless Network after typing “ipconfig”](image)

(4) Search for IP Address of your “Wired Network” if your computer is equipped with “an Ethernet adapter” as shown in Fig 13 below.

![Fig. 13. A Screen for IP Address of a wired Network after typing “ipconfig”](image)
3. Network Connection to Your Computer installed with BT-Link Pro (Lite) S/W for Wired & Wireless Network

(1) Touch “ ” Figure on the right side of main screen as shown in the red box in Fig 14 below.

![Fig 14. A Main Screen for “ ” Figure.](image)

(2) Touch “Setup” on bottom of Main screen as shown in the red box in Fig 15 below.

![Fig 15. A Main Screen for “Setup”.](image)
(3) A Main Screen After touching screen “Setup” as shown in Fig 16 below.

Fig 16. A Main Screen after touching screen “Setup”.

(4) Touch Screen “Export”, and then for BT-Link (A) Turn “ON” Transmission (B) Correct “IP Address” of your “Wireless Network” from your computer as “Fig 12” in “Host IP” Box as shown in the red box in Fig 17 below.

Fig 17. A Screen of “Export” for a Wireless Network.
(5) Touch Screen “Export”, and then for BT-Link (A) Turn “ON” Transmission (B) Correct “IP Address” of your “Wired Network” from your computer as “Fig 13” in “Host IP” Box as shown in the red box in Fig 18 below.

Fig 18. A Screen of “Export” for a Wired Network.

“For any additional questions or concerns, please visit us at www.bionetus.com or call us at 714-734-1760”